PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE

It is moment of great pride for me to share with you the progress made by the school in the last year which has substantially in making Salwan Public School as one of the best schools in Ghaziabad. I want to congratulate all the parents, students, dedicated staff team and all associated with this school directly or indirectly for their endless support in shaping up this beautiful school.

Today education means much more than merely acquiring knowledge. It is acquisition of knowledge and skills, building character and improving employability of our young talent, the future leaders. Our CBSE results, IIT placements, accomplishments of our alumni and the many accolades we have received are testaments to what we stand and strive for. There is no doubt in saying the painstakingly and gainfully developed Salwanian Culture inherited a strong foundation in them to march ahead and achieve the within for a stronger and brighter India.

Measures initiated by the Hon'ble Members of School Management, steps taken by the School Administration, the willing contribution of the Teaching and Non-Teaching Staff, overwhelming response and enthusiastic participation of my dear Students in the school has attributed to the success of recent past. When all the constituents come together and work in unison, the expected outcomes are bound to flow.

I am proud of being the Principal of such a wonderful institution, dedicated to the cause of education. Through education and its real empowerment, I am happy to tell you that Salwan Education Trust is celebrating its Platinum Jubilee this year.

Come on, let’s give our best and make this institution a modern temple of learning with our diligence, devotion and dedication.

Wishing you all the best!

Sonia A. Verma
Principal

GREEN SCHOOLS PROGRAM AUDIT AWARD
"RECYCLER OF THE YEAR" 2015

The school received GREEN SCHOOLS PROGRAM AUDIT AWARD as “Recycler of the Year” on 23rd February, 2016 for its environment related initiative in making a "Pollution free school" by Centre for Science and Environment (CSE) at India Habitat Centre, Delhi.

Over 1400 schools participated from all over India and 20 schools were selected in different categories. This is the only school in Ghaziabad to receive the award. Students and teachers received the award from CSE Director General Sunita Narain and Theatre & Film Personality Tom Alter at the Award Ceremony.

In a Quiz Competition held on the same day conducted by CSE, Nandini Singh of Class IX won the first position.

EMERGING SCIENTISTS GUN FOR GUINNESS GLORY WITH MEGA SCIENCE EXPERIMENT

Attempting a herculean feat at the Indian Institute of Technology, 50 students from the Classes X and XI performed in “World’s Largest Practical Science Lesson” on 7th December, 2015 along with 2,000 students from 40 schools of Delhi and NCR. The idea behind this was to generate interest in science so that the next generation is capable of taking it forward as a career. The young emerging ingenious brains managed to turn methylene blue “reddish-brown” and rapidly decompose hydrogen peroxide to produce foamy ropes — the elephant’s toothpaste reaction.

Answering one of the questions asked by a reporter, Times of India, Astha Sharma of X-A said “Fenton’s reaction (methylene blue) is exothermic as heat is generated,” Most members of her group — Sunny Aggarwal, Abhishek Joshi, Harshil Tripathi and Nikita Choudhary expressed their desire to crack the entrance exam and get into an IIT.
GANIT WEEK CELEBRATION

"Mathematics is the knowledge with which God has written the universe" - Galileo.

The school celebrated GANIT WEEK from 16th to 22nd December 2015 in commemoration of the great mathematician Srinivasa Ramanujan’s Birth Anniversary on 22nd December, 2015 with the aim to identify, encourage, promote and nurture the talent of students and also to reduce the fear of mathematics in them. Different events were conducted for the students of Classes I to XII. Apart from the daily learning and approach to problem solving in Mathematics, this was an entirely new and interesting approach.

The activities were MATHEMATICS RELAY RACE (I-VIII), MAGIC SQUARE (VI-VIII), INTERACTIVE SESSION ON MATHEMATICS (IX-XII), MATHEMATICS QUIZ (I-VIII), MATHEMATICAL GAME SUDOKU (VI-VIII) and INNOVATIVE PROJECT ON MATHEMATICS GOLDEN RATIO (IX-X).

EDUCATIONAL EXCURSION TO PARLIAMENT MUSEUM

The students of Classes VIII-X visited Parliament Museum on 14th November, 2015 with an aim to have an insightful learning about freedom struggle and working of Indian Parliament in this interactive story-telling museum. Rock edicts, miniature model of the Parliament, interactive presentations, conducted activities with hands-on teaching-learning process, used PowerPoint presentations, conducted activities with hands on experience, acquainted the students with professional knowhow in current scenario, safety tips, environment & gender sensitization. They used different teaching aids such as pictures, worksheets and hand-outs to make concepts interesting. They appreciated the enthusiasm and awareness of the students.

EDUCATIONAL EXCURSION TO PARLIAMENT MUSEUM

The students of Classes VIII-X visited Parliament Museum on 14th November, 2015 with an aim to have an insightful learning about freedom struggle and working of Indian Parliament in this interactive story-telling museum. Rock edicts, miniature model of the Parliament, interactive shows, and display of democratic heritage, antique election procedures, Buddhist Council, Akbar and Ashoka’s rule, freedom movement, transfer of power and Unity in Diversity were studied and comprehended by the students. Jawahar Lal Nehru’s speech on midnight of 14th–15th August 1947 was also showcased in his original voice in a set up which made the visit on Children’s Day more meaningful.

CONNECTING WITH PARENTS

INTERFACE PROGRAMME

……a stride by the school to hone the child’s excellence

An “Interface with Parents” was organized from 7th to 12th December 2015. The parents who were involved in the teaching-learning process, used PowerPoint presentations, conducted activities with hands on experience, acquainted the students with professional knowhow in current scenario, safety tips, environment & gender sensitization. They used different teaching aids such as pictures, worksheets and hand-outs to make concepts interesting. They appreciated the enthusiasm and awareness of the students.

QUEST FOR EXCELLENCE

CAREER COUNSELLING SESSION

With an aim to give an insight and boundless potential to meet great and diverse challenges ahead, a Career Counselling Session for the students of the Classes IX & X along with their parents was conducted on 21st December, 2015. The resource person Mrs. Jyotsna Bhardwaj, Director-Envisions India Eduservices focused on career development cycle, its stages, basis of selection of subjects, factors affecting choices of stream etc. She made things more explicit using well-designed handouts.

The students and parents were informed about innumerable career opportunities in various streams; how to go for online aptitude tests; the authentic websites for researching about careers thoroughly and how to ascertain the recognized government institutions. The students were motivated to keep their passion alive by pursuing their career in a positive spirit. Students shared that it was an intensive interactive session asserting the importance of being realistic in life in classifying their goals.

ADDING VALUE TO EDUCATION

SESSION ON HEALTHY WAY OF LIVING

A workshop on Balanced Diet and Salad Making Competition were conducted for the students of the classes IV and V on Tuesday, 22nd Dec, 2015. The objective was to create the right attitude among students towards nutritious food.

Ms. Deepali, a Dietician from Max Super Specialty Hospital, took a session of forty minutes covering issues pertaining to health, such as the harmful effects of junk food and negative fallouts of modern day technology and the ways to tackle them. The session was highly interactive, enabling and encouraging the students to answer various questions related to health issues and find solutions too. She appreciated the efforts of the young students who participated in Salad Making Competition. Sarthak, Piyush, Arpit Jain, Yugum Jain, Uttkarsh Tyagi of Class V, secured second position at DPS Rajnagar.

‘HEALTH IS WELTH’

‘Nature Walk’, a one kilometer track has been constructed along the boundary of school playground. Students in their coaching and physical education period get ample time to jog and explore the mystic nature. Parents and Staff are also optimally utilizing this lush green jogging track for their physical fitness and health.
**Teachers Empowerment Programme**

SET WORKSHOPS ORGANISED

In order to empower the teachers with research based strategic learning and teaching practices and to make them learn how to incorporate the same in content course work and to take them go beyond the textbooks, the school took initiative to conduct two Interactive Workshops for the departments of Hindi & Sanskrit and Art & Craft by Salwan Education Trust on 8th Jan’2016 and 12th Jan’2016. The workshops were attended by Resource Persons Prof. Abhimanyu VG & Mr. Lalit Kumar Maurya.

**WORKSHOP ON ART & CRAFT**

“Art education enhances the aesthetic caliber of the students”. Keeping this in mind the school conducted a Workshop for Art & Craft Teachers under Teachers Empowerment Programme on 12th Jan’2016. The objective of the workshop was to empower the teachers with the knowledge of various lucrative professional career options for the students after Class XII. Also, the teachers were trained on skills like Calligraphy and Oil Painting.

**Workshop Attendant by Staff**


Peaceful Living’ Happiness and values of Humanism by Ven. Sangey Khadro in Jan’2016 at SPS Mayor Vihar.

Language Enhancement Workshop - Enhancing Grammar and Phonetics skills in Feb’2016 at SPS, Rajender Nagar Teacher Development Course on Synthetic Phonics in Feb’2016 at Khaitan Public School, Sahibabad.

**Conferences**

Regional Conference of Principals ‘Together’ at Meerut in August 2015.

National Conference on Business of Sports ‘SCORECARD’ 2015 with an aim to develop infrastructure and skills participation of women in Indian sports etc. by CII in Sep 2015.


**Career Corner**

Career Corner has been created for the Students to provide awareness among students for various Career options available to them in today’s fast emerging world. The objective is to create a space for engaging the students in discussions related to their perceived Career Choices. The Career Corner provides students with extensive and exhaustive information and details about various Subjects/ Stream/ Universities, Colleges, Campuses/Courses offered by various Universities. It’s a stride by the school to broaden the horizons of the students and get them available abundance of options to choose the best one matching with their personality, attitude and temperament.

**Yoga Sports Championship 2016**

The students made a glorious mark by winning five golds, seven silvers, six bronzes and overall Team Championship Trophy at 1st Delhi-NCR Inter-School Taekwondo Championship 2016 organised by Ancient Sports and Martial Arts Academy at Das Universal Academy, Ghaziabad on 31st January, 2016. In the championship, 128 students of Delhi-NCR presented a magnificent display of exceptional skills and techniques of Taekwondo.

**Cricket Champions of Ghaziabad**

The school won 18th Inter-School Cricket Tournament Trophy, 2015 organised by Delhi Public School, Ghaziabad on 24th December, 2015 by defeating Ryan International School, Ghaziabad by 14 runs. In the previous matches, the school went quarter finals defeating the students DPS (B) Ghaziabad and G.D.Goenka, Raj Nagar, Ghaziabad by 38 runs and 185 runs separately.

In the semi-finals, the school defeated DPS (A) Ghaziabad by 7 runs. Ayush Tyagi (X) and Nikhil Bhatt (XII) were awarded as Best Player of the Tournament and Man of the Match for their remarkable performances.

The win was highlighted in almost all the Hindi (dailies) newspapers & brought laurels to the school. The school has been rated as Cricket Champions of Ghaziabad.

**Workshops Attendant by Staff**


Peaceful Living’ Happiness and values of Humanism by Ven. Sangey Khadro in Jan’2016 at SPS Mayor Vihar.

Language Enhancement Workshop - Enhancing Grammar and Phonetics skills in Feb’2016 at SPS, Rajender Nagar Teacher Development Course on Synthetic Phonics in Feb ’2016 at Khaitan Public School, Sahibabad.

**Workshop on Art & Craft**

“Art education enhances the aesthetic caliber of the students”. Keeping this in mind the school conducted a Workshop for Art & Craft Teachers under Teachers Empowerment Programme on 12th Jan’2016. The objective of the workshop was to empower the teachers with the knowledge of various lucrative professional career options for the students after Class XII. Also, the teachers were trained on skills like Calligraphy and Oil Painting.

**Resource Persons**

Prof. Abhimanyu VG & Mr. Lalit Kumar Maurya, renowned persons from the field of Art, provided hands-on-experience to the teachers.

**Workshops Organised**

In order to empower the teachers with research based strategic learning and teaching practices and to make them learn how to incorporate the same in content course work and to take them go beyond the textbooks, the school took initiative to conduct two Interactive Workshops for the departments of Hindi & Sanskrit and Art & Craft organized by Salwan Education Trust on 8th Jan 2016 and 12 Jan 2016. 2000 students from 18 states all across the nation participated with a great zeal and zest. They displayed flexibility, strength, body movements and got the platform to exhibit the postures to perfection. Their participation was applauded by all the members present and the Federation.
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REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION

The school celebrated the 67th Republic Day on 23rd January 2016 with a patriotic zeal and zest. The assembly started off with the flag hoisting and soulful rendition of the National Anthem. The musical treat, the patriotic song, and varied dance performances brought forward the essence and spirit of unity in diversity.

The entire school courtyard reverberated with the rhythmic beats of “Patriotic Medley” presented by the students of Primary Wing. The senior students presented their point of view on today’s India, youth empowerment and career in defence forces. They promised to take India ahead with right attitude in future.

The programme concluded with inspiring speech given by the principal who applauded the students’ efforts in expressing pride in the rich cultural heritage of the country and ushered in them the new hopes for a vibrant India.

FOUNDER’S DAY CELEBRATION

The school paid tribute to the Founder Father, Late Pandit Giridhari Lal Salwan the great visionary and the man of indomitable spirit on 5th December 2015 on his 114th Birth Anniversary. Students from all the Classes paid homage to the invincible soul by lighting candles and offering floral tributes.

A special assembly was organized on this momentous occasion. The programme commenced with the chanting of shlokas. Students talked about the contributions of the founder father in the field of education. The Principal shared the fond moments of Founder Father’s long association with the institution and inspired the students to strive for excellence and carry the rich legacy forward.

GOOD LUCK CEREMONY .......blessings to students of Class XII

A loving adieu was given to the outgoing batch of class XII in the form of “Blessing Ceremony” on 22ⁿ February, 2016. A presentation prepared by class XI students rejuvenated their memories of the time spent together. The melodious musical medley by the choir brought tears in everybody’s eyes. In the emotionally charged atmosphere, students pledged to work hard to excel in Board Exams. Teachers showered their blessings on the students and urged them to work hard with dedication and determination and grab the bright future that awaits them. The ceremony was followed by “Hawan” to invoke the blessings of Almighty for the excellent results in Board Examinations.

MASTER CHEF COMPETITION ....tiny tots learning the Culinary Art

Master Chef Competition for Montessori Kids was organized on 18th December, 2015 with an aim to make students aware of healthy eating habits and help them to know about various cuisines around the world. It further honed their culinary skills and they learnt how to calculate nutritional value of their dish on their own. The array of creative approaches by the little kids of Nursery and KG was striking and the natural ability of many competitors was very impressive. The students also learnt the importance of cooking without littering.

ADVENTURE CAMP .......a display of thrill, excitement and adventure

Adventure camp was organized for students of classes Nursery to V on 28ⁿ November 2015 with an aim to enhance all dimensions of emotional intelligence, physical strength and to help students become future leaders. Plethora of events were conducted in lush green grounds of school such as zip line, rock climbing, zombing, tug of war, Burma bridge, commando crawl, commando net, hopscotch, hamster wheel, tent pitching, three tier hurdle, body zorb and rapid run.

Each activity at camp was designed to give students an incredible experience and the opportunity to be challenged and to grow. Challenging tasks like Commando Net aimed at strengthening the stamina, confidence, coordination and team building. The camp also benefitted the students in testing their physical strength as it accentuated on the need of being fit and active all the time. The students were divided into 14 groups with an instructor and a teacher who motivated children to utilize their energy in the right spirit. The camp concluded with an enthralling magic show.

BIRTH ANNIVERSARY Of Pandit Girdhari Lal Salwan

Pandit Girdhari Lal Salwan the great visionary and the man of indomitable spirit. The school paid tribute to the Founder Father, Late Pandit Giridhari Lal Salwan the great visionary and the man of indomitable spirit on 5th December 2015 on his 114th Birth Anniversary. Students from all the Classes paid homage to the invincible soul by lighting candles and offering floral tributes.

A special assembly was organized on this momentous occasion. The programme commenced with the chanting of shlokas. Students talked about the contributions of the founder father in the field of education. The Principal shared the fond moments of Founder Father’s long association with the institution and inspired the students to strive for excellence and carry the rich legacy forward.

BIG DREAMS

Big dreams, small eyes
Explore the world,
Explore the skies,
Learn to know more,
Wish to see better
Dreams are my life
I shall explore it with sheer
With dangling feet frizzy hair
With commotion and emotion
With surprises and a lot exercises
With dance and chance
While singing along and travelling long
While being busy and feeling dizzy
With big dreams , small eyes
Explore the world, explore the skies.

YASHVI TYAGI - IX

मेरे सपनों का भारत
आजादी के नीले घूम न दो। यह बात हमने रखी है।
कोई भी ने कहा जाने जाने, साधने पर का हार है।
सरकार यह ने देखे न दारू, छुपा का या बसना दो।
भार बोले अजीब हमना। यह तो सबको जानना।
आजादी निरंतर न आये, भारत भुजा है यहाँ।
जहां जाना ना कहिए, जहाँ नहीं ने जाया।
कहो जाने सकते हो हम तो है कैसे समझ सकते?
भारत फिर देने हैं, अती तरी बोले।
भूकम्प नहीं चुप कर पाया। भारतों का यहाँ。
अपने अंदर की लहर को, उसे अपना पुण्य करो।
अपने सिक्के कलश ने लाया, ऐसे करो।
सिक्की हो अपना है बाज, उसी तरी है हामी।

कीर्ति जैन - IX
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